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Abstract 
We introduce a relative fixed point index ind,f of a self-map of a polyhedral pair 
f:(X, A) -+ (X, A). We use this index to define a homotopy invariant NX,A(f) which is a 
lower bound for the number of fixed points. 
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0. Introduction 
We consider a self-map of a finite polyhedral pair f : (X, A) - (X, A). In [lo] 
Schirmer introduced a relative Nielsen number N(f; X, A) of such map, i.e., a 
nonnegative integer which is a homotopy invariant and a lower bound of the 
cardinal& of the fixed point set N(f; X, A) G #Fix f. The main idea was adding 
to the classical Nielsen number N(f,) (of the restriction fA : A -A) the number 
of some Nielsen classes of f : X -+ X contributing new fixed points. Later similar 
invariants were introduced [11,131, and then Zhao [15] gave a unified approach to 
these modifications. These invariants are optimal lower bounds of #Fix f (Wecken 
type theorems) provided the subspace A may be by-passed in X [lo]. 
In this paper we will follow another idea of Zhao [141. We will notice that 
sometimes a Nielsen class of f : X+X may contribute more than one fixed point 
and the number of these extra points cannot be lowered by any homotopy of pairs 
f, : (X, A) -+ (X, A). Our crucial tool is a relative fixed point index (Theorem 1.1) 
subordinating to any Nielsen class F of f : X - int A -+ X an integer ind,( f, F). 
This relative fixed point index may be regarded as a local version of the relative 
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Lefschetz number introduced by Bowszyc in 111. This allows to define a Nielsen 
number of f : X - int A +X denoted by N(f,,,) where B = int(X -A). Then we 
denote by aA the optimal number of pairs of points in a relation and finally we 
define 
E&4(f) =N(f,) +N(fB,,d -%4(f). 
We obtain a homotopy invariant satisfying 
N( f; x, A) Q &&f) < #Fix f. 
Example 1.8 shows that the first inequality may be sharp. In Section 2 we deal with 
the second inequality. We show that under some assumptions f is homotopic to a 
map g such that #Fix g = N_.&f) (Theorem 2.5, Wecken type theorem). In the 
last section we compute NX,Jf) for X = pseudo-projective plane, A = X - 2-cell. 
1. A relative Nielsen number 
Let us start by reformulating the basic notions of the Nielsen fixed point theory 
[2,5]. Let us be given a topological space X, its subspace B and a continuous map 
h : B +X. The Nielsen relation on the fixed point set 
is defined in the natural way: two fixed points x and y are Nielsen related iff there 
is a path o in B joining them such that w and hw are homotopic in X (here a 
homotopy of paths will always mean a fixed endpoint homotopy). The quotient set 
will be denoted by Fix’h. 
In this paper we study fixed points of a map of pairs f : (X, A) + (X, A) where 
(X, A) is a polyhedral pair, i.e., X is finite polyhedron, A its subpolyhedron. We 
denote by f the map f : X-+X if the condition f(A) CA is immaterial, by fA the 
restriction f : A +A and by fB,x the restriction f : B +X where B =X- int A 
( = cl(X - A)). The sets of Nielsen classes will be denoted by Fix’f, Fix'fA, Fix'f,,, 
respectively. 
For a continuous self-map f : X + X and a clopen subset F c Fix f we define 
the fixed point index as an integer ind( f, U> introduced in [2,4,61 where U is an 
open subset of X satisfying F = Fix f n U. By the localization property this number 
does not depend on the choice of U hence will be denoted by ind(f, F). The 
number of essential classes is called the Nielsen number (of the map f 1 and 
denoted by N(f 1. This is a homotopy invariant and is a lower bound of #Fix f 
[2,6] (# denotes cardinality). 
In this paper we will try to estimate #Fix f of a self-map of a polyhedral pair 
f : (X, A) + (X, A). This estimation will be obtained by adding to N(fA) the 
number of these classes of f : B + X which essentially contribute new fixed points. 
To state precisely the above we will introduce a relative fixed point index ind, 
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(index modulo a subspace A). It will be a homotopy invariant such that for any 
isolated fixed point a E bd A, 
ind,( f, a) = ind( f, a) - ind( f,, u). 
Theorem 1.1. There exists a unique function subordinating to any self-map of a 
polyhedral pair f : (A’, A) * (X, A) and for a clopen subset D of Fix f - int A an 
integer ind,( f, D> such that: 
(a) This number is a homotopy invariant. Let H: (X, A) XI --, (X, A) be a 
homotopy of pairs. Denote the fixed point set of H by Fix H = {(x, t) EX X I: 
H(x, t) =x) and let f, = NC., t). Let D be a clopen subset of Fix H - (int A) X I 
and let D, = {x EX: (x, t> ED) (t E [O, 11). Then 
ind,(f,, D,) = ind,(f,, D1). 
(b) For any clopen subset C of Fix f, 
ind,(f,C-int A)=ind(f,C)-ind(f,,CnA) 
where the right side denotes the difference of the classical fixed point indices. 
The above theorem is a consequence of several emmas given below. Assume for 
a moment that the considered subset D is of the form D = C - int A for a clopen 
subset C c Fix f. Then property (b) determines ind,( f, D) and might be used for 
the definition. In general case however such set may not exist - see Fig. 1. 
Lemma 1.2. Let f: (X, A) + (X, A) b e a self-map of a polyhedral pair and let D be 
a clopen subset of Fix f - int A. Then there exists a homotopy {f,) starting from 
f, = f, constant outside A and in a neighborhood of D, and a clopen subset C, c 
Fix fl satisfying C, - int A = D. 
Proof. Let K be a polyhedral neighbourhood of D in X such that K n (Fix f - 
int A) = D c int K. Notice that then no x E bd K n bd A is a fixed point of f. 
Since the interior of bd K nA is empty, there is a homotopy of the restriction 
f : bd K n A -+ A to a fixed point free map and this homotopy may be constant on 
bd K n bd A. This homotopy and the homotopy constant on bd A extend to a 
A 
Fig. 1. 
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homotopy A x Z -+ A and let f, : X + X denote this homotopy extended outside A 
byf,x=fx.PutC,=Fixf,nK=Fixf,nint K. 0 
Notice that the polyhedron from the above proof may be chosen in any 
prescribed neighbourhood of D in X. We also notice that Lemma 1.2 proves the 
uniqueness of ind, satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1. To simplify the 
notations we will write 
Z(f, U) = ind(f, U) - ind(f,, UnA) 
for any open subset U CX with Fix f n U compact. We will also denote Z(f, Cl = 
Z(f, U) for a clopen subset Cc Fix f and C = U n Fix f. By the localization 
property [4] this notation is correct. 
For any self-map of any polyhedral pair f : (X, A) + (X, A1 and a clopen 
subset D c Fix f - int A we take fi and C, from Lemma 1.2 and we define 
ind,(f, D) = Z(f,, C,). The following lemma shows that this definition is correct. 
Lemma 1.3. Let fi :(X, A) -+ (X, A) and let Ci be a clopen subset of Fix fi (i = 0, 
1) such that C, - int A = C, - int A. Denote this set by D and assume that f,, = fl 
in a neighbourhood of D in X. Then 
Proof. Let U CX be an open subset such that U. n Fix fi = Ci (i = 0, 1). Let U CX 
be an open subset satisfying D c U c U, n U,, f,(x) = f&.x) for x E U. Let K be a 
polyhedron satisfying Kc 17, bd K n Fix f0 c int A, (Fix f0 - int A) n K = D. 
Now we perform the construction from the proof of Lemma 1.2 for f0 and K. We 
obtain a map f; homotopic to f0 by a homotopy with the carrier inside U n int A 
and such that fh has no fixed point in bd K. Then Z( fo, C,> = Z(f,, UO> = Z<f& 
U,,>=Z(f& U,-bd K)=Z(f& int K)+Z(f& U,-K)=Z(f& int K) (the last 
equality holds since Fix f(, n (UO -K) c int A). 
Now we recall that the homotopy from f0 to f; had the carrier inside U where 
f0 = f,, hence the restriction of this homotopy with the constant one outside U 
gives a deformation from fl to a map f; with no fixed points in bd K. After a 
similar sequence of equalities as above we get I( f 1, C,) = I( fi, int K). On the 
other hand Z(f;, int K) =Z(fA, int K) since f;(x) = f;(x) for x E int KC U. 
Comparing the above equalities we get 
Z(f07 CfJ =Z(f,, Cl). 0 
Now Theorem 1.1(b) is evident. It remains to prove the homotopy invariance. 
Reduction 1.4 (Reduction to an N-dimensional manifold in RN). Consider a homo- 
topy H:(X, A) x Z + (X, A) constant outside A such that f0 = H(., 0) with C, 
and fl = H(., 1) with C, satisfy Lemma 1.2. We have to show that I( fO, C,> = 
I( fl, C,). First we reduce this question to the case X is an N-dimensional PL 
manifold in RN and H(X x I) c int X. We may assume that X is PL imbedded in 
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RN and that I/ is a polyhedral neighbourhood with a PL retraction r : V+ X 
(polyhedron X is an ANR). Let i : X --) I/ denote the inclusion and VA = r-‘A. 
Consider the maps f; =ifor, f; = iflr:(V, VA) +(V, V,> and the homotopy 
H’(x, t) = iH(m, t). This homotopy is constant outside VA. Moreover Fix f; = 
i(Fix fa) and for an open neighbourhood U, satisfying U, fl Fix fO = CO, 
ind(f,, C,) = ind(f,, U,) = ind(fh, r-‘U,,) = ind(&, iC,) 
and 
ind(f,,, C,nA) =ind(f,,, U,nA) =ir~cl(&~~, r-‘(U,nA)) 
= ind(fAVA, i(Ca nA)). 
(The middle equalities follow from the commutativity property [4].) Thus Z(f,, Co) 
= Z<f& iC,) and similarly Z(f,, C,) = Z(f;, iC,). 
Lemma 1.5. Let (X, A) be a polyhedral pair where X is an N-dimensional PL 
manifold in RN and let H :(X, A) x Z -+ (X, A) be a homotopy between f. and fl. 
Assume that U,, VI, U c X are open subsets such that (bd U - int A) X Z contains no 
fixed point of H, cl(U, u u,) c U, Fix fi n bd lJ = @, Fix f, n (U - int A) c U, 
(i = 0, 1) and U is a subpolyhedron of X. Then Z<f”,, U,> = Z(fl, U,). 
Proof. We show that Z(f,, q> = Z(f,, U), (i = 0, 1). Notice that (Fix f, n U) - 
int A c Ui implies (Fix fi> n (U - cl Ui> c int A hence Z(fi, U - cl Ui> = 0. Then 
Fix f, n bd vi = fl implies 
Z(fi, U) =z(fi, Q) +z(fi, U-cl Q) =z(fi, 4). 
We consider a homotopy H :(X, A) X Z-+ (X, A) with no fixed points in 
bd U X (0, 1) U (bd U - int A) X Z and we have to show that Z(fo, U) = Z<fl, U). 
We may assume that H is a PL map. By assumption the set S = Fix H n (bd 
U X I) is contained in (int A) X (0, 1). First we show the desired equality under the 
additional assumption: 
( * ) There exists a PL neighbourhood K c (int A) X (0, 1) of S such that H has 
transverse fixed point set in K: i.e., for G(x, t> =x - H(x, t) 
(1.5.1) the points {G(u): u is a vertex of K) U (O} are in the general 
position in RN and 
(1.5.2) the set Fix H n K n (XX {t}> is finite for any t. 
(Compare [3, Section 71.) 
Now Fix H n K is a l-manifold and any of its 1-simplices lies inside an 
(n + l)-simplex and any of its vertices inside an n-simplex of K. Since dim(bd U) 
=N- 1, S = (Fix H) n (bd ZJ xZ) is finite. Denote Fix H n(bd U XI) = 
((x,, t1),..., (x,, t,)}. Then the numbers Z(H,, U) are defined for all t P 
It I,..., tk}. It remains to show that Z(H,, U) does not vary by crossing t, E 
it 1,. . . , tk). But then a fixed point (more precisely a finite number) enters or leaves 
U (see Fig. 2). Since it takes place in int A, its index is simultaneously added (or 
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Fig. 2. 
substracted) to ind(ZZ,, U) and to ind(ZZ,,, U r-vi). Thus the difference Z(ZZ,, U) 
does not depend on t. 
To get the general case we will show that if Kc int A X (0, 1) is a polyhedral 
neighbourhood of S then H may be deformed (rel XX I - K) to a homotopy H’ 
satisfying (*). We may assume that H is PL and the triangulation of XX Z is so 
fine that the closure of the star of no vertex from K intersects both bd K and S 
simultanously. Then 
K’ = U (CT: u is a simplex satisfying cl g c int K} 
is also a PL neighbourhood of S. Consider the map G : K -+ RN given by G(x, t) 
=x - H(x, t). After arbitrarily small perturbations on vertices of int K we get a 
map G’ satisfying 
6) the points {G’(u): u is a vertex from int K} u (0) are in the general 
position, 
(ii) the map H’(x, t) =x - G’(x, t) maps K into int A, 
(iii) if for a simplex (+ c K, cl u n (bd U x I) n bd K # 0 then 0 s? G’(a). 
(The last holds since (bd U x Z) n bd K contains no fixed points of H.) We extend 
H’ by putting H’ = H outside K and we get a homotopy satisfying (1.5.1) (with 
K = K’). The property (1.5.2) can be obtained by a suitable homeomorphism of 
XX Z with the carrier in K’ as in [3, section 71. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.1(a). Consider the assumptions of Theorem 1.1(a). At first we 
assume moreover that there exists an open subset U CX such that Fix H n (U - 
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int A) x Z = D. Recall that to define ind,(f,, D,) we homotoped f0 rel (X - 
int A) to a map f; which admitted a clopen subset C, c Fix fl, satisfying 
D, = C, - int A and we put ind,(f,, D,) = Z(f& C,). Similarly we obtain f; and 
C, to get ind,(f,, D,) = Z<f;, C,). Composing these homotopies: from f; to fO, H 
and from fI to f; we get a homotopy from $6 to f;. Now the. equality Z(f& C,) = 
Z( f;, C,) follows from Lemma 1.5 provided X is an N-dimensional PL manifold in 
RN. For an arbitrary polyhedron it follows by a standard retraction argument. 
Now consider the general case. Let U CX X I be an open subset satisfying 
(Fix H n U) - (int A) x I = D. We will show that ind,(f,, 0,) is a locally 
constant function of t E [0, I]. Fix a t, E [O, I]. Since D is compact, there exists a 
neighbourhood I/ and an E > 0 such that VX (to - E, t,, + E) C U and Fix f, n I/-- 
int A = D, for any t f (to - E, t + E). Fix t, E (to - E, t, - E) and consider the 
restriction H :(X, A) x [to, tl] --f (X, A). This restriction with the open set V 
satisfies the assumption of the first part, hence ind,(f,,,, D,J = ind,(f,,, D<,). 0 
Now we may use the above index to define the Nielsen number of the 
restriction fs,x : B + X (B =X - int A). A Nielsen class F E Fix’ fs,* will be 
called essential iff ind,(f, F) # 0. The number of essential classes will be called 
the Nielsen number (of the restriction fB,x ) and denoted N(f,,,). We notice that 
for A = 6 (hence B =X) we get the classical Nielsen number of fx,x =f. 
Consider a homotopy H: (X, A) X Z --f (X, A) between f0 and f,. We say that 
the classes F, E Fix’ fo(B,x), F, E Fix’ f,cs,x, are H-related iff for a (hence for 
any) pair of points x0 E F,, x1 E F, there exists a path w joining them in B and 
homotopic in X to the path t --f H(o(t), t) [2]. We will write then F,HF,. This 
relation establishes a bijection between essential classes of maps fO(B,x) and 
f ItB,Xj. Moreover if F, and F, are H-related then ind,( fo, F,) = ind,( f 1, F,). Let 
x0 E Fix f,, x, E Fix f&. We will say that these points are No-related iff there 
exist paths w0 in A and w1 in B such that ~~(0) =x0, oO(l) = o,(O), o(l) =x1 and 
f(wowl) is homotopic to wow, in X. Let us notice that the IV,-relation induces a 
relation between classes F, E Fix’ fA and F, E Fix’ fe,x. We will write then 
F,N”F,. 
Lemma 1.6. The No-relation is a homotopy invariant: if H :(X, A) x Z -+ (X, A) is 
a homotopy between f. and fl, FL E Fix’ fjA, F/ E Fix’ ficB,xj are Nielsen classes 
(i = 0, 1) then 
F,,N,F;, FoHAF, and FhH,,,F; imply F,N,F; 
(here HA, HBx , denote restrictions of H to A X Z + A and B X Z --)X respectively). 
Proof. Let us f’ii points xi E Fi, xi E Fi (i = 0, 1). By the assumption F,N,Fh there 
are paths w0 in A and w1 in B such that ~~(0) =x0, w,(l) = w,(O), ~~(1) =x, and 
f(wool) = wowI in X. By the assumption FoHAFl there is a path T in A from x0 
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to xi such that H(T(.), .) = 7 in A and by the assumption FhH,,,F; there is a 
path T’ in B from xb to xi such that H(T’(.), .> = T’ in X. Then 
fi(~-‘wowl~‘)~H(7(.),.)-1f0(~O~~)H(7’(.),.) =T-lwowlT’ 
which means that the paths T-~w~, WIT’ determine the No-relation between 
F, E Fix’ fiA and F; E Fix fi(B,Xj. 0 
Let us present all essential classes 
{F,,...,F,; F,,, ,... 3,) cFix’ fA, 
(F; ,..., F;; F;,, ,..., F;) CF~X' fB,x 
such that FiN,,Fi for i G s. Let aA( f > be the greatest number s which may be 
obtained in this way. By Lemma 1.6, aA(f > is a homotopy invariant. We define a 
Nielsen type relative number of the map f :(X, A) + LX, A) as 
&A(f) =Nf,) +NfB,X) -aA( 
By the above this number is a homotopy invariant. 
Theorem 1.7. Any self-map f : (A’, A) -+ (X, A) of a finite polyhedral pair contains 
at least N,& f) fmed points. 
Proof. Choose one point from each essential class 
xi~Fi~Fix’ fA, i=l,..., N(fA), 
xj~Fi’~Fix’ fs,x, j= l,..., N(f,,,). 
It is evident that xi #xi, xi #xJ for i #j. Suppose that xi =xJ. Then this point 
belongs to A n B = bd A hence &N,&. The number of such pairs cannot be 
greater than aA hence 
#Fix fH(+..,+,cfaj; 4,...,4vcN(fB,xJ 
>N(fA) +Nf,,x) 74(f) =x&4(f)* q 
Now we compare the above invariant NX,Jf > with the relative Nielsen number 
N(f; X, A) from [lo]. 
Let f : (X, A) + (X, A) be a map of polyhedral pairs. Let 2Y denote the set of 
these essential classes of f : X --+X which contain no essential class of fA : A -+ A 
and let q = #%. Then the relative Nielsen number from [lo] may be defined as 
N(f; X, A) =N(f,) +q. 
Consider a class F E 2Y. Notice that F 0 B is a sum of some Nielsen classes of 
f B,x. Since F is a clopen subset of Fix f and ind( fA, F rl A) = 0, ind,(f, F) = 
ind(f, F) f 0 hence F contains an essential class F, of fs,x. Notice that then 
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GNoFo for no essential class G E Fix’ fA (otherwise G c F contradicting F E iY/>. 
Now for any presentations of essential classes 
B l,...,B,; B,+,,...,B,EF~’ f,z,, 
c ,,...,Cs; C~+,,...,GE=’ fs,x, 
F, stands as some C, for k a s + 1, which implies q G n - s. If the above presenta- 
tion is an optimal one, i.e., s = aA( then 
%4(f) =N(f,4) +Kf,,,) -%4(f) =N(f,) +n--s 
>N(f,) +s=N(f; X, A). 
Now we give a simple example showing that the obtained inequality IV*&) 2 
N(f; X, A) may be sharp. More examples will be given in Section 3. 
Example 1.8. Let RF2 denote the projective plane, i.e., the unit sphere S2 c R3 
with identified antipodal points and let p : S2 + ZW2, p(x, y, z) = [x, y, zl denote 
the natural projection. Put 
A = {[XI, x2, x3]EW:Ix31 <i}. 
Define a map f : (RP2, A) + (RP2, A) as the composition 
RP2 Ls-s 2 fk 2pm 2 
where r(A) = a0 (= (1, 0,O) E S2), r : RP2 -A + S2 - a, is a homeomorphism, 
fJt, z) = (t, zk/l z I? is a map of degree k ((t, z) E R x C = R3). Then the 
map f= fkrp is a lift of f, i.e., the diagram 
f 
-s2 
pi’ I 
P 
Rp2fRp2 
commutes. Let us denote U = Rp2 -A and let 
O+=p-‘(U) n {(x,, x2, x3) E s2: x3 > 0). 
For any point x E U we will denote by 1 the unique point from G+ satisfying 
pZ =x. Since Fix ff1,4 = a, E int A, there is no fixed point on bd A = bd U hence 
Fix fr7 U is compact. Moreover F = Fix f n U splits into F+= (x E F: f E Fix f}, 
F_={x=F: &Fix(+) and each of these sets is a Nielsen class of fB,RP2 
(B=RP2-int A = cl U). Since F,, F_ are compact and contained in U, 
ind,(f, F,) = ind(f, F,) and ind,(f, F_) = ind(f, F-1. Notice that Fix f = F+U 
F_u{u,) and ind(f, a,)= 1 since f is constant in a neighbourhood near a,. On 
the other hand the Lefschetz number LA f) = 1 since H,W2, Q) = 0 for q > 0. 
Now 
l=L(f)=ind(f)=ind(f, F,) 
implies ind(f, F+)= -ind(f, F-1. 
+ind(f, F_)+ind(f, a,,) 
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Since p : 0, + U is a homeomorphism and the diagram 
commutes, ind(f, F,) = ind(f; 0,). It remains to find the index of f: fi+-+ S2. 
We notice that fCfi+> c S2 - {aal (fibd 0,) = a,) and deg(o+, f, x,) = k (x, E 
S2 - {a,}). Identify S2 - (ao} = R2. Then 6, becomes a bounded set and the 
extension of f by f(bd c+) = CC gives a continuous map cl r?++ S2 = R2 U {w}. 
Now Lemma 1.9 implies ind(f; o+> = k. Finally k z 0 implies N(f,, U,RP2) = 2. 
On the other hand the unique fixed point a, = [l, 0, 01 EA is No-related with 
F,. To see this we notice that (1, 0,O) is a fixed point of fand we denote by & the 
geodesic joining (1, 0, 0) with a fixed point i E Fix fn c+. Then & and f6 have 
the same ends, hence their projections PC;, and J$& =f~& are homotopic in Z2P2 
and join the fixed points a,, ~,FE F,. Now it is evident that a, and pi are 
No-related since p& splits into two connected pieces pL3 nA and PC;, n (cl 17). 
This implies aA = 1. Finally NRp~,A(f) = 1 + 2 - 1 = 2. 
On the other hand N(f) = 1 since there is only one Nielsen class of f : X + X 
and L(f) = 1. Similarly N(fA) = 1. This implies that the number 4 (N(f; X, A) = 
N(f,) + 4) equals 0 (the unique essential Nielsen class of f contains the unique 
essential class of f,). Thus N(f; RR’, A) = N(f,) = 1 hence 
N( f, ZP, A) = 1 < 2 = Z$#J f ). 
Lemma 1.9. Let U be an open bounded subset of R2 and let the extension of a map f: 
U + R2 by f(bd U) = CO be a continuous map cl U + S2 = R2 U {a$. Then ind( f, U> 
= deg(U, f, 0). 
Proof. Let K be a ball containing U. Notice that there exists a compact set I/C U 
such that f(U - V> c R2 - K. Then the fixed point set of the homotopy H : U X I 
-+ R2, H(x, t) = tx - f(x, t> is contained in I/X I, hence is compact. Thus 
ind( f, U) = deg( U, id -f, 0) = deg( U, -f, 0) = deg( U, f, 0). 0 
2. A Wecken type theorem 
The homotopy invariant N_.& f) introduced in Section 1 is a lower bound of 
the number of fixed points. Now we will state precisely some conditions when it is 
also the best such bound. The classical Wecken theorem was improved in [51 as 
Theorem 5.2 saying that any self-map of a finite polyhedron f : X+X is homo- 
topic to a map with exactly N(f) fixed points provided X has no local separating 
points and is not a surface. To get a similar result in the relative case Schirmer 
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added in [lo] the assumption that the subspace A may be by-passed in X. Here we 
will need similar assumptions as in [5] (assumptions (11, (21, (3) in Theorem 2.5) 
while the by-passing will be weakened to: bd A may be by-passed in X - int A 
(assumption (4) in Theorem 2.5). We use the methods from [5,10,13,14]. 
Definition 2.1 [lo]. We say that a subspace Y CX may be by-passed in X if any path 
w : I -+X with o(O), w(l) E Y is homotopic in X to a path in X- Y. 
For a reference we notice: 
Lemma 2.2. Let (K, L) be a polyhedral pair with int L = 6 and L may be by-passed 
in K. Then any path o: I + K is homotopic to a path satisfying w(t) EL for 
O<t<l. 
Let X be a polyhedron and let q : [O, 11 +X be a PL arc. Following [5] we call 
q normal if it does not pass through any vertex of X, q(s) lies inside maximal 
simplices except a finite number of points and in these exceptional points q leaves 
a maximal simplex and enters another. Here we do not assume that the ends q(O), 
q(1) lie in maximal simplices. Let us fii a normal arc q : [O, 11 -+X. Let 
pa, p1 :[O, 11 -+X be paths with pi(j) = q(j), (i, j = 0, 1) and pi(t) #q(t) (i = 
0, 1; 0 < t < 1). Then a homotopy h : I x Z + X from p0 to p, will be called special 
(with respect to q) if h(t, s) = q(t) iff t E (0, 1). Let X be a polyhedron with a 
fixed triangulation. Two maps (Y, /3 : Y +X are called near if the stars of the 
points a(y), /I(y) intersect: st cu( y> n st p(y) # @. Notice that any two near maps 
are homotopic (compare the notion of proximity map in [5]). Recall that a point 
x EX is called a local separating point iff there exists an open connected subset 
U CX such that U-x is not connected [5]. 
We will base on the following modification of [5, Lemma 2.21: 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a polyhedron with a fixed triangulation. Consider a map 
f : X+X and two isolated fied points x0, x1. Assume that x0 lies in a maximal 
simplex, q is a normal PL arc from x,, to x1 avoiding other fi)ed points and such that 
fq is specially homotopic (with respect to q) to a map near to q. Then f is homotopic 
to a map f’ with Fix f’ = Fix f - x0. Moreover the above homotopy may be chosen 
constant outside any prescribed polyhedron containing q[O, 1) in its interior. 
Proof. We use lemmas VIII.C.2, VIII.C.3 of [2] to shift the fixed point x0 to a 
simplex IT satisfying xi E cl u. If xi E (T we use again [2, VIII.C.21 to unite the 
points x0 and xi. If xi E bd u we use the final homotopy from the proof of 
[lo, 6.11. q 
Let X be a polyhedron with a fixed triangulation. A normal PL arc q : [OJI +X 
will be called S-normal if 
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((u) there is a maximal simplex r CX and numbers 0 < si < ss < s2 < 1 such that 
q(s) E bd r iff s = sr or s2, q(s,) E T and q is linear on [si, sJ and [sg, +I, 
(P> q(s,), q(Q) are in a prescribed l-simplex @I which is assumed to be a 
common face of at least three 2-simplices. Then [5, 5.11 and Lemma 2.3 imply 
Lemma 2.4. Let x0, x1 be isolated fived points of f : X+X (x, in a maximal 
simplex) and let q be an S-normal PL arc joining x,, with x1, avoiding other fixed 
points and such that fq is homotopic to q. Then there exists a homotopy from f to a 
map f’ satisfying Fix f’ = Fix f-x0. Moreover this homotopy may be constant 
outside any prescribed polyhedron containing q[O, 1) in its interior. 
Proof. Suppose there is a special homotopy h : Z* +X from fq to map q’ near to 
q. Let K be a polyhedron such that Fix f n K = (x0, xl} and U = int K contains 
q[O, 1). Then the partial homotopy H : XX 0 U ((X - U> u q(Z)) x z --)x, 
H(x7 t> = 
h(q(s), t) forx=q(s), s~[o, 11, 
f(x) for x G U or t = 0 
is special hence by the Special Homotopy Extension Property [5, 2.11 may be 
extended into a special homotopy H’ : X X Z +X. Define fI(x) = H’(x, 1). Then 
flq is near to q and we may apply Lemma 2.3. 
It remains to show the existence of a special homotopy h. This follows from 
[S, 5.11 for p0 = fq, p, = q’ once we show that p0 and pt are (after a special 
homotopy) disjoint from q(0, 1) u T. Here it is enough to notice that [5, Lemma 
4.21 also holds without the assumption that the ends of q lie inside maximal 
simplices. 0 
In the next theorem by TX Z we will mean the Cartesian product of the cone of 
a three-point set (T) by the unit interval I. As it is remarked in [5], a connected 
polyhedron P with no local separating points contains a subset homeomorphic to 
T x Z iff P is neither a single point nor a surface. It it also noticed there that any 
path in such polyhedron is homotopic to an S-normal arc. 
Theorem 2.5. Let (X, A) be a polyhedral pair with X connected and A # @, A # X. 
Denote B = X - int A and assume that: 
(1) X, A have no local separating points, 
(2) any connected component of A contains T X I, 
(3) any connected component of X -A ( = B - bd A) contains T X I, 
(4) bd A may be by-passed in B. 
Then any map of pairs f :(X, A) + (X, A) is homotopic to a map with exactly 
Nx,& f) fuced points. 
Proof. Let f : (X, A) + (X, A). By (11, (2) and [5], fA : A +A is homotopic to a 
map with exactly NC f,) fixed points. By the Homotopy Extension Property we may 
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assume #Fix fA = N(f,). For the polyhedral pair (X, A) and any neighbourhood 
U (A c U c X) there exists a homotopy H : X X I + X constant outside U -A and 
such that H(., 0) = id and H(., 1) maps a neighbourhood I/ (A c I/ c U) into A. 
Replacing f by fH(., 1) we get a map with no fixed points in V-A. Since H(., 1) 
is a local retraction, ind(f,, a) = ind(f, a) hence inf,(f, a) = 0 for any a E Fix fA. 
Applying the Hopf construction [2] (rel V) we may assume that Fix fB,x is also 
finite. 
Consider two fixed points y,, yr E B - bd A Nielsen related as fixed points of 
f B,x. Let w be a path establishing this relation. By (4) we may assume that 
w CB - bd A. Since X does not contain any local separating point (0, neither so 
does its open subset X-A = B - bd A. Now (3) allows to replace w by an 
S-normal arc in B - bd A. Now Lemma 2.4 allows to shift the fixed point y0 along 
o to y,. Let F be a Nielsen class of Fix fe,x. Repeating the above procedure we 
may reduce F -A to one fixed point y E B - bd A. Then ind,(f, F) = ind(f, y ) 
since for each y’ E F n bd A, ind,(f, y’) = 0. Removing the points of zero index 
we get exactly N(f,,,) fixed points in X-A. 
Now we may present 
Fix fnA = {x ,,..., xs; x,+, ,..., xm}, 
Fix ~~B={Y,,...,Y,; Y~+~,...,Y~}, 
where xi, yi are No-related for i = 1,. . ., s and s = aA( We will show that 
f : (X, A) + (X, A) is homotopic to a map f3 satisfying Fix f3 = (Fix f- {x,, yr}) 
u It,} for a point zr E bd A. Applying this construction s times we obtain a map 
with exactly 
m +n -s=N(f/I) +JK&,,) -a/I(f) =&4(f) 
fixed points. 
Consider the points x1, y,. Since they are No-related, there exist paths w0 : I -+ 
A, a1 : I + B such that oO(O> =x1, w,(l) = w,(O), or(l) =y, and f(oOol> = w,,wr 
in X. Denote zr = q,(l) (= w,(O)). Let us fix a ball U, around z where E is so 
small that cl U, is the cone over bd U, and cl U, contains no fiied point. Let 
h: cl U, + cl U, be a map which is the identity on bd U,, h(U,,,) = z, and 
h:(cl Us>- U,,, + (cl U,> - z, is a homeomorphism. Define a map 
f(x) 
f,(x) = 
I 
for x @ U,, 
f(h(x)) for x E (cl U,) - UE,z, 
@(2d(x, 2,)/e) for x E cl ITJ~,~, 
where p denotes the path w;‘fwo (compare the proof of 113, 3.61). Then the maps 
f, fr are homotopic by a homotopy with the carrier in cl U,. Moreover f,oo -fug 
(w;‘fw,,-’ = o0 and fr(q,~r) =f( w,w,) 2: wooI implies frwr = or in X. More- 
over Fix fr = Fix fU {zl}. 
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We may assume (by Cl), (2)) that q, is an S-normal PL arc in A and we may 
shift x1 along w0 to z,. The composition with a retraction (of a closed neighbour- 
hood Q IA) extends this homotopy onto Q with no fixed points in Q -A. The 
restriction of this homotopy to bd Q and the constant homotopy outside an open 
neighbourhood U IQ extend to a special homotopy on X - int Q. Glueing the 
two above homotopies we obtain a map fi :(X, A) + (X, A) homotopic to ft 
with Fix fz = {Fix fr --x1) U (z,). Now we may assume that w, is an S-normal PL 
arc in B avoiding other fixed points and such that o,(O, 11 c B - bd A (Cl), (31, (4) 
and Lemma 2.2). Lemma 2.4 allows to shift y, to zr by a homotopy constant 
outside any prescribed PL neighbourhood of w,(O, 11. We may assume that the 
interior of this neighbourhood is contained in B - bd A and contains no fixed 
points of fz but x,. Thus we obtain a map f3 :(X, A) -+ (X, A) with 
3. Computations 
Fix a natural number p > 2 and define the pseudo-projective plane P as the 
unit two-dimensional disk D = (z E C: I z I G 1) where the boundary points are 
identified: z = exp(2ai/p)z ( I z I = 1, i denotes the imaginary unit). Points of P 
will be denoted by [z] E P (z ED). Let A = {[zl EP: I z I > 41 (see Fig. 3). The 
pair (P, A) may be considered as a polyhedral pair. 
In this section we give formulae for N,,,(f) for any f: (X, A) + (X, A). We 
start by describing the set of homotopy classes (preserving a chosen point) [(P, A), 
Fig. 3. 
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(P, A)]. We denote S’ =(zED: IzI = l} and S =([z]EP: IL I = 1). Since the 
inclusion (P, S) c (P, A) is a homotopy equivalence, it determines a bijection 
[(P, S), (P, S)] = [(P, A), (P, A)]. The set [(P, S), (P, S)l is described in [91: it is 
shown there that the natural map [(P, S), (P, S)l + rTT2( P, S) is a bijection (put 
9 = w in [9, 2.11). M oreover r&P, S) y Z[rr,(P, S)l = Z[Z/pZl [9, Section 21. 
Here we define maps representing these homotopy classes. 
Let us fix in D -A, p disjoint symmetric disks D,, . . . , D, with centers 
0 ,,.. . ,O,, i.e., the twist by angle 27r/p transforms Dj onto Dj+l (j E Z/pZ). Let 
S,, . . , S,, denote the boundaries of these disks and let aj : Sj + S1 be orientation 
preserving homeomorphisms for j = 1,. . . , p. 
Fix integers k,, . . . , k, and let h> : S, + S’ c D be a map of degree kj: h>(r) = 
(aj(z>)k~. Let h’ : D - (Uint Dj) + S’ be an extension of these maps. Put k = 
deg(h’ : S’ + S’). Notice that k = k I + . . . + k, and that we may assume h’(z) = zk 
for I z 1 = 1. Define h” as the composition 
D-(Uint D,)LS'%ScP, 
where proj(z I= [z]. We extend h” on 0, by putting 
nl((l-t)z+tO,)=[(l-t) exp(2rji/p)h”(z)] 
(z E Sj, j = 1,. . . , p), This extension determines a map h : (P, A) --, (P, A) corre- 
sponding by [(P, A), (P, A)] = r&P, S) = Z[Z/pZl to the element 
k,l + .*. +k,p E -W/P-Q 
Let p = (U D X {j))/ = (the summation runs j = 1,. . . , p) denote the sum of p 
copies of D whose boundaries are identified (z, j) = (z, k), I z I = 1, j, k = 
1 P. ‘...> 
Lemma 3.1. (a) The map p : P + P given by the formula 
P( z, j) = [exp( -2rji/p)z] 
is a universal covering map of P. 
(b) The natural transformations of this cover are given by the formulae oq : P --f P, 
a&z, j) = (exrQnqi/p)z, q + j), j = 1,. . . ,p. 
(c) Let h : P + P be the map defined above, corresponding to the element 
k,l + ... + k,p E rr,(P, S). Then the formulae 
h(z, s) = (exp(2Tksi/p)h”(exp( -2vrsi/p)z), ks) 
for ZP Uint Dj, 
i;((l-t)z+tO,,s) 
=((I-t) exp(2aksi/p)h”(exp(-2Tsi/p)z), ks+s-j) 
for zEbd D,, 
define a lift of h. 
Cd) Any other lift of h is of the form h4 = oqh, hence 
h,(z, s) =(exp(2Tks+q)i/p)h”(exp(-2Tsi/p)z), ks+q) 
for z E Uint Dj 
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and 
&((l -t)z+tO,, s) 
=((l-r) exp(2n(ks+q)i/p)h”(exp(-2nsi/p)z), ks+s+q-j) 
for z E bd 0,. 
Proof. (a) We will show that any point in P has a connected neighbourhood U 
such that p-l(U) = U f= tri/ (connected components) and the restrictions p : q + I/ 
are homeomorphisms. 
For x E int D we put U =K(x, E) (0 <E < dist(x, bd D)). Then p-‘(U) = 
U y= ,(exp(2aji/pW, j>. 
Now consider x E bd D. Fix a connected neighbourhood U’ of x in D so small 
that (exp(2nji/p)U’) f~ U’ = fl (j E Z>. Then U = [ lJ f’= ,(exp(2nji/p)U’)] is an 
open neighbourhood of [xl E P. Moreover p- ‘(U> = U fk= ,(exp(2n( j + 
k)i/p)U’, k) splits into connected components q. = U {Jexp(2nji/p)U’, k) and 
p: I!.?~ + U is a homeomorphism (j = 1,. . . , p). Since P is simply connected, p is a 
universal covering map. 
(b) pcu,(z, j) = p(exp(2rqi/p)z, j + q) = [exp(-2aji/p)zl =p(z, j). 
(c) We show that pi;: = hp. For z P Uint Dj, 
pi(z, s) =p(exp(2nksi/p)h”(exp( -2nsi/p)z), ks) 
= [h”(exp(-2rrsi/p)z)] =h[(exp(-2nsi/p)z)] =hp(z, s). 
For z E bd Dj, 
ph((l - t)z + toi, s) 
=p((l-t) exp(2nksi/p)h”(exp(-2rrsi/p)r), ks+s-j) 
= [(l -t) exp(27r( j-s)i/p)h”(exp( -2nsi/p)z)] 
=h[(l -t) exp( -2 nsi/p)z + tOis] =hp((l- t)z + tOj, s). 
Cd) For z ~5 Uint Dj, 
a$( 2, s) = a,(exp(2rkkSi/p)hll(exp( -27Tsi/p)z), ks) 
=(exp(2rr(ks+q)i/p)h”(exp(-2rrsi/p)z), ks+q). 
For z E bd Dj, 
a$((1 - t)z + fO,, s) 
=‘~~((l - t) exp(2rrksi/p)h”(exp( -2asi/p)z), ks+s-j) 
=((l-t) exp(2n(ks+q)i/p)h”(exp(-2nsi/p)z), ks+s-j+q). 
0 
Let us fix numbers k ,,.. ., k, (k = k, + *. . +k, # 1) and the corresponding 
map h:P+P. Then h,: rlP + IT, P = Z/pZ is multiplication by k and the 
Reidemeister set of h equals coker (id - h,) = rTT1 P/im(id - h,) = Z/dZ where 
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d = gcd(p, 1 - k). The set of lifts (&,} splits into d conjugancy classes and it is easy 
to check that they are represented by h, (q = 1,. . . , d). 
Since S = S’ and h, : S --) S is a map of degree k, Fix h, consists of I k - 1 I 
classes each of index sgn(1 - k). Denote z, = exp(2rri/p(k - 1)) E Sr, Y E Z. 
Then the map h,[z] = [zk] ([z] E S) has the fixed points 
Fixh,=(Fix h)nS={[z,]: ~EZ}={[Z,]: r=l,...,Ik-l]} 
since [z,] = [z,.,] iff k - 1 divides r - r’. Now any [z,] is a Nielsen class of 
hs : S + S hence of h, : A + A. 
Computations of Np,A(h) will be based on the following two lemmas. In Lemma 
3.2 we describe Nielsen classes of f : P -+ P: each such class equals p(Fix &,> for a 
lift A,. Lemma 3.3 describes the No-relation in this case. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the above notations 
(a) p(Fix h,) = {[z_~+~~]: r = 1,. . . , I k - 1 I /dI U ((U rDq+rd n Fix h) where the 
summation runs r = 1, . . . , p/d, 
(b) D, n Fix h is a Nielsen class of h,,, of index k,. 
Proof. (a) Let (z, s) E Fix h,. We notice that then either I z I = 1 or z E int 0, for 
some j= l,..., p. We consider two cases: 
Case 1: Let I z I = 1. Then h&z, s> = (exp(2a(ks + q)i/p)(exp(-2~si/p)z)k, 
ks + q) = (exp(2rqi/p)zk, ks + q). Now z = exp(2aqi/p)zk hence zk-’ = 
exp(-2rqi/p)whichimplies z=exp((-2~qi/p(k - l))+ 2rr/(k- l))=~_~+~~ 
(r E Z). But as we have noticed [ z_~+~~] = [ z_~+~~,] iff k - 1 divides p(r - r’) 
which is equivalent to (k - 1)/d divides r - r’. Thus p(Fix h,> - int D consists of 
I k - 1 I /d points 
{[z-~+~~]: r= l,...,lk- II/d}. 
Case 2: Let z E int 0,. Since &, maps (int D,, s) into (int D, ks + s + q -j> and 
p:(int D, s) + int D is a homeomorphism, (z, s> E Fix ii, iff p(z) E Fix h and 
s = ks + s + q -j (mod p). Now we get j = ks + q (mod p) and since p(Dj, s) = 
Dj_S, p(Fix A,) n int D = (U ;=I Dso_l)+q) n Fix h = (U rDq+rd) n Fix h where 
the summation runs r = 1,. . . , p/d. 
(b) Since B is contractible, two fixed points x, x’ E (Fix h) n B are Nielsen 
related (as the fixed points of f,,,) iff for the interval w joining them, o and fW 
are homotopic in P. But if x ED,, x’ E DY then (far>6’ represents j’ -j E r,P 
=Z/(pZ). cl 
Lemma 3.3. Let (X, A) be a polyhedral pair such that X -A = a simplex in X. Let 
B=X-int A, f:(X, AI-+(X, A)andletFbeaNielsenclassoff:X-+X.Then 
any two points x E F n A, y E F n B are NO-related. 
Proof. Any path from x E A to y E B is homotopic in X to a path w satisfying 
w[O, ;] CA, &, l] cB. 0 
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Corollary 3.4. Under the assumption of Lemma 3.3 we put for a Nielsen class F off, 
yA( F) = number of essential classes of fA contained in F, 
yB( F) = number of essential classes of fB,x contained in F. 
Then oA(f I= C, min(y,(F), y,(F)) w ere h F runs over all Nielsen classes of 
f:X+X. 
As we have noticed there are d Nielsen classes {p(Fix h,>: 4 = 1,. . . , d} of 
h : P --) P and each p(Fix A,) contains I k - 1 I/d classes of h, : A + A each of 
them essential (k # 1). Moreover p(Fix &,> contains pqDEF #{r = 1,. . . , p/d: 
k q+rd f 0) essential classes of h,,, (Lemma 3.2(b)). Now Corollary 3.4 implies 
aA( tmin(Ik-lI/d,P,). 
q=l 
Theorem 3.5. If h : (P, A) -+ (P, A) corresponds to k,l + . . . + k,p E r2 P then 
N_eJh)= Ik-II+ i max(0, P,- Ik-11/d) 
q=l 
where k=k, + ... +k,, d=gcd(Ik-lI,p). 
Proof. For k # 1: we have already shown that N(h,) = I k - 1 I, N(h,,,) = C~=,p, 
and cx,Jh) = Cz=, min( I k - 1 I/d, P,). Thus 
N&(h) =N(h,) +N(h,,,) -Gh) 
= I k - 1 I + i p, - i min( I k - 1 I d, p,) 
q=l q=l 
=Ik-ll+i max(O,P,- Ik-11/d). 
q=l 
For k = 1: N(h,) = 0 implies cr,(h) = 0 hence N,,,(h) = N(h,,,). On the other 
hand Lemma 3.2(b) implies N(h,,,) = Xi= Ipq and the last sum is the right side of 
the desired equality. 0 
Assume k = 1. Then N(h,) = 0 gives 
N(h; P, A) =N(h) =#{q= l,...,p: k,#O}=& + ... +Pd. 
Thus N(h; P, A) = Np,A(h) in this case. 
Now let k # 1. Then all the classes of h, are essential. Since A c P induces an 
epimorphism of homotopy groups, any class of h contains an essential class of h, 
hence N(h; P, A) = N(h,) = I k - 1 I. Then Np,A(h) - N(h; P, A) = 
Ci= ,max(O, p, - I k - 1 I/d). Thus the equality N,,,(h) = iV(h; P, A) holds iff 
p, Q ( k - 1 I/d for all q = 1,. . . , d. 
For fixed p this difference may be equal even p - 1: put all ki # 0 with k = 0. 
Then I k - 1 I = 1 gives d = 1 hence & =p and N,,,(h) - N(h; P, A) = max(0, 
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p - 1) =p - 1. In particular for p = 2 (P = projective plane) we obtain the inequal- 
ity from Example 1.8. 
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